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Introduction 
Olivier Crépin-Leblond, ALAC member of the European Regional At-Large Organization (EURALO), ALAC Vice 
Chair, and ALAC Liaison to the GNSO composed an initial draft of the ALAC Statement.  

On 16 July 2015, the first draft of the Statement was posted on the At-Large Draft Report: Review of the 
Generic Names Supporting Organization Workspace.  

On that same day, Alan Greenberg, Chair of the ALAC, requested ICANN Policy Staff in support of the ALAC 
to send a Call for Comments on the Statement to all At-Large members via the ALAC-Announce Mailing List.   

On 01 August 2015, a version incorporating the comments received was posted on the aforementioned
workspace and the Chair requested that Staff open an ALAC ratification vote on the proposed Statement 
from 01 August 2015 to 06 August 2015.

The Chair then requested that a Statement be transmitted to the ICANN public comment process, copying 
the ICANN Staff member responsible for this topic, with a note that the Statement is pending ALAC 
ratification. 

Online vote results in the ALAC will be published and a new version of the Statement incorporating an 
updated Staff introduction section will be submitted.  

https://community.icann.org/x/35U0Aw
https://community.icann.org/x/35U0Aw
http://atlarge-lists.icann.org/pipermail/alac-announce/2015-July/002603.html


Independent Review of the Generic Names Supporting 
Organization - Draft Report 

  
Public Comment Input Template 

  
The Report Summary (Section 1, pages 4-20) offers a brief overview of Westlake’s work and outlines 36 
proposed recommendations. Please refer to the specific recommendation and relevant section of the Draft 
Report for additional details and context about each recommendation.  
  
The purpose of the Public Comment posting is to request community feedback on the Draft Report published 
by Westlake Governance, the independent examiner appointed by the Structural Improvements Committee of 
the ICANN Board for the review of the Generic Names Support Organization (GNSO).  The Draft Report can 
be found at www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/gnso-review-draft-29may15-en.pdf. 
  
The following template has been developed to facilitate input to this Public Comment.  Use of the template is 
not required but is strongly encouraged to ensure that comments are appropriately applied.  This template 
provides the opportunity for general input on the proposal as well as specific comments by section.  Please 
note that there is no obligation to complete all of the sections – commenters may respond to as many or as few 
as they wish. 
  
Following completion of the template, please save the document and submit it as a pdf attachment to the 
Public Comment proceeding: comments-gnso-review-01jun15@icann.org.  In cases where comments are 
being submitted on behalf of a group, to facilitate development of group comments, a PDF version of the 
template is provided for sharing with the group; once the group comments are finalized, please enter them into 
the template rather than sending them as a Word or PDF file.

Please provide your name: Please provide your affiliation:

Are you providing input on behalf of another entity (e.g. organization, company, government)?

Yes

No

If yes, please explain:

https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/gnso-review-draft-29may15-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/gnso-review-draft-29may15-en.pdf
https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/gnso-review-draft-29may15-en.pdf
mailto:comments-gnso-review-01jun15@icann.org
mailto:comments-gnso-review-01jun15@icann.org


All of the Independent Examiner’s recommendations have been classified into four topical themes: 
Participation and Representation; Continuous Development; Transparency; and Alignment with 
ICANN’s Future. Please refer to the specific recommendation and relevant section of the Draft 
Report for additional details and context about each recommendation. 
  
Please add your comments into the designated areas.

Recommendation #1 (Participation and Representation) 
  
Develop and monitor metrics to evaluate the ongoing effectiveness of current outreach strategies 
and pilot programmes with regard to GNSO Working Groups (WGs) (as noted in the WG 
participation recommendations under section 5.4.5).

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #1:

Recommendation #2 (Participation and Representation) 
  
Develop and fund more targeted programmes to recruit volunteers and broaden participation in 
PDP WGs, given the vital role volunteers play in Working Groups and policy development.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #2:

Recommendation #3 (Participation and Representation) 
  
Review the level, scope and targeting of financial assistance to ensure volunteers are able to 
participate on a footing comparable with those who participate in GNSO as part of their profession.



Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #3:

Recommendation #4 (Participation and Representation) 
  
Explore a tailored incentive system to increase the motivation of volunteers. (For example, this may 
include training & development opportunities or greater recognition of individuals).

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #4:

Recommendation #5 (Participation and Representation) 
  
Continue initiatives that aim to reduce the barriers to newcomers.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #5:



Recommendation #6 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That the GNSO record and regularly publish statistics on WG participation (including diversity 
statistics).

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #6:

Recommendation #7 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That Stakeholder Groups (SGs) and Constituencies (Cs) explore and implement ways to engage 
more deeply with community members whose first language is other than English, as a means to 
overcoming language barriers.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #7:

Recommendation #8 (Continuous Development) 
  
That WGs should have an explicit role in responding to implementation issues related to policy they 
have developed, and that the current Policy and Implementation Working Group specifically 
address the role of WGs in responding to policy implementation issues.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends



Enter comments to Recommendation #8:

Recommendation #9 (Continuous Development) 
  
That a formal Working Group leadership assessment programme be developed as part of the overall 
training and development programme. 

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #9:

Recommendation #10 (Continuous Development) 
  
That a professional facilitator/moderator is used in certain situations (for example, when policy 
issues are complex, where members of the WG are generally inexperienced and/or where WG 
members have interests that conflict), and that the GNSO develop guidelines for the circumstances 
in which professional facilitators/moderators are used for Working Groups.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #10:



Recommendation #11 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the face-to-face PDP WG pilot project be assessed when completed. If the results are beneficial, 
guidelines should be developed and support funding made available.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #11:

Recommendation #12 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That ICANN assess the feasibility of providing a real-time transcripting service in audio conferences 
for prioritised PDP WGs.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #12:

Recommendation #13 (Continuous Development) 
  
That ICANN evaluate one or more alternative decision support systems and experiment with these 
for supporting WGs.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends



Enter comments to Recommendation #13:

Recommendation #14 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GNSO further explores PDP ‘chunking’ and examines each potential PDP as to its 
feasibility for breaking into discrete stages.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #14:

Recommendation #15 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GNSO continues current PDP Improvements Project initiatives to address timeliness of the 
PDP.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #15:

Recommendation #16 (Continuous Development) 
  
That a policy impact assessment (PIA) be included as a standard part of any policy process.



Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #16:

 

Recommendation #17 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the practice of Working Group self-evaluation becomes standard at the completion of the WG’s 
work; and that these evaluations should be published and used as a basis for continual process 
improvement in the PDP.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #17:

Recommendation #18 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GNSO Council evaluate post implementation policy effectiveness on an ongoing basis 
(rather than periodically as stated in the current GNSO Operating Procedures); and that these 
evaluations are analysed by the GNSO Council to monitor and improve the drafting and scope of 
future PDP Charters and facilitate the effectiveness of GNSO policy outcomes over time.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends



Enter comments to Recommendation #18:

Recommendation #19 (Participation and Representation) 
  
As strategic manager rather than a policy body the GNSO Council should continue to focus on 
ensuring that a WG has been properly constituted, has thoroughly fulfilled the terms of its charter 
and has followed due process. 

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #19:

Recommendation #20 (Alignment with ICANN's Future) 
  
That the GNSO Council should review annually ICANN’s Strategic Objectives with a view to 
planning future policy development that strikes a balance between ICANN’s Strategic Objectives 
and the GNSO resources available for policy development.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #20:



Recommendation #21 (Alignment with ICANN's Future) 
  
The GNSO Council should regularly undertake or commission analysis of trends in gTLDs in order 
to forecast their likely requirements for policy and to ensure those affected are well-represented in 
the policy-making process.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #21:

Recommendation #22 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GNSO should review and implement a revised training and development programme 
encompassing: 
- Skills and competencies for each Council member 
- Training and development needs identified 
- Training and development relevant to each Council member 
- Formal assessment system with objective measures 
- Continual assessment and review.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #22:

Recommendation #23 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That the GNSO Council and SGs and Cs adhere to the published process for applications for new 
constituencies. That the ICANN Board in assessing an application satisfy itself that all parties have 
followed due process. Subject to the application meeting the conditions, the default outcome should 
be that a new Constituency is admitted. 



Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #23:

Recommendation #24 (Transparency) 
  
That all applications for new constituencies, including historic applications, be published on the 
ICANN website with full transparency of decision-making.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #24:

Recommendation #25 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That the GNSO Council commission the development of, and implement, guidelines to provide 
assistance for groups wishing to establish a new Constituency.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #25:



Recommendation #26 (Transparency) 
  
That GNSO Council members, Executive Committee members of SGs and Cs and members of WGs 
complete and maintain a current, comprehensive SoI. Where individuals represent bodies or clients, 
this information is to be posted. If not posted because of client confidentiality, the participant’s 
interest or position must be disclosed. Failing either of these, the individual not be permitted to 
participate.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #26:

Recommendation #27 (Transparency) 
  
That the GNSO establish and maintain a centralised publicly available list of members and 
individual participants of every Constituency and Stakeholder Group (with a link to the individual’s 
SOI where one is required and posted).

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #27:

Recommendation #28 (Transparency) 
  
That section 6.1.2 of the GNSO Operating Procedures be revised, as shown in Appendix 6, to clarify 
that key clauses are mandatory rather than advisory, and to institute meaningful sanctions for non-
compliance where appropriate.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends



Enter comments to Recommendation #28:

Recommendation #29 (Continuous Development) 
  
That new members of WGs and newcomers at ICANN meetings be surveyed to determine how well 
their input is solicited and accepted by the community, and that the results be published and 
considered by the GNSO Council at its next meeting.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #29:

Recommendation #30 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GNSO develop and implement a policy for the provision of administrative support for SGs 
and Cs; and that SGs and Cs annually review and evaluate the effectiveness of administrative 
support they receive.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #30:



Recommendation #31 (Continuous Development) 
  
That the GAC-GNSO Consultation Group on GAC Early Engagement in the GNSO Policy 
Development Process continue its two work streams as priority projects. As a part of its work it 
should consider how the GAC could appoint a non-binding, non-voting liaison to the WG of each 
relevant GNSO PDP as a means of providing timely input.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #31:

Recommendation #32 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That ICANN define “cultural diversity” and that relevant metrics (encompassing geographic, gender, 
age group and cultural, possibly by using birth language) be monitored and published.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #32:

Recommendation #33 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That SGs, Cs and the Nominating Committee, in selecting their candidates for appointment to the 
GNSO Council, should aim to increase the geographic, gender and cultural diversity of its 
participants, as defined in ICANN Core Value 4.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends



Enter comments to Recommendation #33:

Recommendation #34 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That PDP WGs rotate the start time of their meetings in order not to disadvantage people who wish 
to participate from anywhere in the world. This should be the norm for PDP WG meetings even if at 
first all the WG’s members come from the “traditional” regions of North America and Europe.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #34:

Recommendation #35 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That the GNSO Council establish a WG, whose membership specifically reflects the demographic, 
cultural and gender diversity of the Internet as a whole, to identify and develop ways to reduce 
barriers to participation in the GNSO by non-English speakers and those with limited command of 
English.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #35:



Recommendation #36 (Participation and Representation) 
  
That, when approving the formation of a PDP WG, the GNSO Council require that its membership 
represent as far as reasonably practicable the geographic, cultural and gender diversity of the 
Internet as a whole.  Additionally, that when approving GNSO Policy, the ICANN Board explicitly 
satisfy itself that the GNSO Council undertook these actions when approving the formation of a PDP 
WG.

Choose your level of support of this recommendation:

Support Do not support Not sure It depends

Enter comments to Recommendation #36:

Other Comments 
  
Are there any other comments or issues you would like to raise pertaining to the Independent 
Review of the GNSO Draft Report?  If yes, please enter your comments here:  

  
  

Save your document and then send as a pdf attachment to: 
comments-gnso-review-01jun15@icann.org.

mailto:comments-gnso-review-01jun15@icann.org

	Please provide your name:_Rj1*sEpDz1nuhMQpCAg54g: Olivier Crepin-Leblond
	Please provide your affiliatio_rYeNqJT79ksQLG1DpAwq7g: ALAC
	Are you providing input on beh_13msqo1RQAHs9ov-sWPNCw: Yes
	If yes, please explain:_xz5z-F3QBU1yqPJ*TSsDwg: ALAC 
	Choose your level of support o_fIWRSqmFM18aonWoM0V0Xg: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_8O1pkefqXMn*Y4zxwILg0g: The ALAC supports this recommendation. Many outreach programs exist at ICANN but are not necessarily aimed at enhancing participation in policy development. At present it is not known to what extent current outreach programs succeed at bringing more volunteers to policy development.
	Choose your level of support o_aIr788Q-4ZqQmkZsFFQY7A: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_lPYtOLeROiFLw0dOwi0NSw: Current programs do not necessarily benefit policy development because they mostly focus on bringing volunteers to an ICANN meeting without providing them necessary training to enhance their understanding of the policy development process and the policy content. As a result, volunteers cannot participate effectively in Working Groups.
	Choose your level of support o_x4AlCA1YWvOs4UX3w1P09Q: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_WFoEjdnauJn84ua7amOWWg: The ALAC has long supported this cause, as we also note the strain on all aspects of a volunteer’s life when participating fully in the bottom-up multistakeholder process, especially when the work requires significant time commitments. We also note that this recommendation echoes ATRT2 Recommendation 10.5. In response to the ATRT2 Recommendation on increasing participation in policy development, ICANN cited the CROPP program, a program with VERY little apparent benefit to the issue in question.
	Choose your level of support o_2AzB*8ETHnT0qdfhmXMrjg: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_3iJYRvQfXBzzM2I6bzZ7dQ: The ALAC strongly supports this and suggests that this should be done ICANN-wide, relying partly on the ICANN Academy which needs to be further developed. Perhaps the word “reward” better reflects what we are trying to do, rather than “incentive." The current recognition of dedicated ICANN volunteers below the Chair level is pathetic. 
	Choose your level of support o_FFB7n2cBx76IE7GXzHXTxQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_CSFVyu*voM9fcjb9ihhYwQ: The ALAC fully supports this recommendation as it is directly in line with the ALAC’s 2nd At-Large Summit Recommendation #19 (see https://community.icann.org/x/LsPhAg).
	Choose your level of support o_SOU61g**vW8jd*asrHRMqg: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_WGmquCbmGkuENk1-iv3bTA: The ALAC believes that this is a key part of ICANN Community accountability. We suggest that the statistics could include not only gender and geographic statistics, but also the statistics reflecting the involvement of GNSO Constituency and other ICANN SO/AC.
	Choose your level of support o_5sk1Pr0eKksmGvAH4bjqnA: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_LWU7oacjiVH9YfHStJMqEg: The ALAC supports this with the following recommendation: Although ICANN’s primary working language is English, to generate a large amount of engagement, interpretation of GNSO meetings and calls will ultimately be needed. Due to the lack of available interpretation in the past, the ALAC's Regional At-Large Organisations (RALOs) experienced a strain on participation, similar to the strains that SGs and Cs are experiencing at present. Interpretation is mandatory in some regions. We also encourage the GNSO to consider forming non-English language Working Groups or sub-groups where there is sufficient interest. ICANN Community leaders who are native speakers of non-English languages may lead those Working Groups. Transcript of discussion in English and the Working Groups’ respective working languages will be provided to help the wider Community and the general public keep track of their activities.
	Choose your level of support o_Tvx-9HyfQxbNU--QZWudHA: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_l1TZwQvQVwTlw3Sw-osT1Q: History has shown that this recommendation absolutely makes sense.
	Choose your level of support o_mIru0v3wZ2EOnoONtaqkxA: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_yfn1Z6lC11r47fnyoS7j5Q: The Community-initiated Leadership Training Program of ICANN Academy should be expanded to train Working Group leaders. This recommendation comes at the core of enhancing GNSO effectiveness and provides added value to volunteers for learning valuable skills.
	Choose your level of support o_BK087ZNey--YEvoxxpOQYQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_0niidFPDqCcN0w-dWggO7w: Although  there are some very knowledgeable Community volunteers able to chair practically any Working Group as fairly as possible, this recommendation is important due to the potential conflict of interests among Working Group members. It is particularly applicable where the Public Interest and User issues are pitted against the interests of Contracted Parties who tend to have far more participants in WGs. A professional facilitator/moderator should be used only if he/she has the skills and experience needed to run a GNSO Working Group and would not be seen as a hindrance to consensus-reaching by Working Group members. 
	Choose your level of support o_fwJeFK3eEi-3hxz4-Ke3Hw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_wgE*y0YOIxV8Pv4T-KLlyQ: It would be interesting to compare a Working Group’s progress when meeting face to face and when conducting conference calls. With precedents in the Cross Community Working Groups on IANA Stewardship Transitions and ICANN Accountability, this pilot is of great interest.
	Choose your level of support o_VhwSCT4f-2pVW2uKgdw3lQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_wHTDNulQxk*H7FXXuwxc3g: The ALAC is concerned that the policy development work in Working Groups often moves fast forward without providing the public immediate access to the transcript of discussion. Based on experience, we believe that reviewing a recording spanning sometimes several hours is inefficient use of scarce volunteer time; transcripts greatly help the volunteers who have not been able to attend the call and/or whose first language is not English.
	Choose your level of support o_bzDBNThRfzphME33Dktbuw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_RbfqRADvoEfvoh83JYZg3g: The ALAC supports any search for novel working methods that will help the continuous development of GNSO Working Groups.
	Choose your level of support o_94fAEM-vaDQkT0m9FDDRfQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_OYbdurH9xoSwXlDYbfKtzA: The ALAC notes that the use of “chunking” in the Cross Community Working Groups on IANA Stewardship and ICANN Accountability was quite successful and looks forward to learning from the GNSO’s further exploration of these working methods.
	Choose your level of support o_KLdkG8ow3RvVAvEQh4TzHQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_HY8IOC6H9-uKdNv8xkvLmA: The ALAC supports this recommendation. 
	Choose your level of support o_zkzR1*pdlG7EubnRcCbjZw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_zdcQkltYUoFyZQKJlFnIyA: The ALAC supports this recommendation especially in the context of impact on Internet End Users. The ALAC recommends that such impact assessment be undertaken both at the beginning of the policy process by including it in the Issues Report, and be updated as the policy is being developed.
	Choose your level of support o_vXdPOhBV7pLd0dWFmamRoQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_IBmv7pZJUC-0Re1ITtFFQg: The ALAC recommends that the process of Working Group self-evaluation should be not only “standard” but also “mandatory.” That being said, the exhaustion which often follows the completion of a WG needs to be factored in, and any post-WG activities must be made as painless as possible.
	Choose your level of support o_0PbMtm-p5VvLp1tbNhQTLQ: 3
	Enter comments to Recommendati_WSEIlVSRNikEWBMin60yiA: This recommendation is nice in theory, but due to the ongoing substantive activities load, this is unlikely to be implemented. If it is implemented, such reviews are likely to be done by people with little real knowledge of WG activities.
	Choose your level of support o_b6NwuSulzf8cwo1n11ceoQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_SxjwptK6Gsb*PVvWjxaKmw: The ALAC supports this recommendation. 
	Choose your level of support o_tCvRia3iqRN6TWCqFR1ulw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_6jzgzXgBcHNOO-ONw1-QvA: The ALAC supports this recommendation with the following concern: In order to reduce the influence from some stakeholders that have vested interests, the policy development prioritization must be made while keeping  the Public Interest in mind. Strict adherence to ICANN’s Strategic Objectives is needed, particularly due to the fact that to "develop and implement a global public interest framework bounded by ICANN's mission" is one of ICANN's Strategic Objectives.
	Choose your level of support o_53tDjWr1x03TAIi2JNvH3Q: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_8vrc3nJXrb5lpNvPIpCsdg: The ALAC supports this recommendation but asks for clarification for the term “those affected”: Are “those affected” the directly affected parties that are likely Contracted Parties, or the widely affected Community including end users that are referred to as “Consumers” in the Affirmation of Commitments? The ALAC strongly believes that the latter definition must be used.
	Choose your level of support o_7drSpD7V3rmwbA*9L4aYyA: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_NUVsQFY4MdVPCGsg4MmIUg: The ALAC fully supports this recommendation and believes that a segment of ICANN Academy can undertake the task of training. This ICANN-wide initiative could also benefit members of other communities by helping them better understand and take part in GNSO policy development activities.
	Choose your level of support o_t6G7ZQPPR2VYTkeGLw4Leg: 3
	Enter comments to Recommendati_N5mXdNyez4k5Ol3mGOqbWw: Whilst the ALAC fully supports that the GNSO Council and SGs and Cs adhere to the published process for applications for new constituencies, the ALAC has concerns about the potential for competing Constituencies to be created, further dividing the non-Contracted Parties house. The ALAC therefore recommends caution regarding a default outcome that a new Constituency is admitted if its application satisfies itself, as conditions for entry might evolve as circumstances and ICANN evolve. When providing the reason for more constituencies, the Report cites the ICANN core value, which includes the broad participation in policy making. The formation of more constituencies is not the only way to expand participation, and it ignores the existence and role of the ALAC. The ALAC, with its representatives from five regions, a wide range of language groups and myriad Internet user groups is far better placed to provide that broad participation. A better and more achievable way to achieve the broad participation is to support and encourage ALAC members to engage in policy processes.
	Choose your level of support o_NOYrL6XQjskQe2y0NOIqBw: 3
	Enter comments to Recommendati_n2XSQ0yidwK1cwelwi9d7g: The ALAC has always supported full transparency and would support transparency in decision-making if this does not endanger frank, open discussions regarding the application amongst decision makers. To protect applicants for positions where a committee selection is needed and for potential At-Large Structures (ALSes), the ALAC has decided to discuss their applications on a private list. The ALAC has followed this practice due to the potential for criticism and/or confidential information of the applicant to be shared and/or picked up by a search engine, thus potentially harming the applicant in other platforms. Some applicants have requested full  confidentiality in the treatment of their applications. While the internal discussions about ALS applications remain confidential, the applications themselves are published and so are voting results of the ALAC. The ALAC would be happy to share best practices with the GNSO in protecting applicant confidentiality and privacy.
	Choose your level of support o_0U36Jval7nmY8P7Zf7LtZQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_GdEBa8qhl6rpSCtDVWI1Jg: The ALAC supports this recommendation.
	Choose your level of support o_F3D2UOHo-7fMg9puGmTPFw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_K7gB1P3Yybkf1YTfY-swxQ: The ALAC fully supports this and has also implemented such guidelines for all ALAC members. It has also opened up voluntary SoIs for members in the ALAC’s Working Groups. Making SoIs mandatory is a good step forward.
	Choose your level of support o_Ipm6IOd*sRgBg52GKuXMdg: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_gNc1ldgYKxt28HQLWDNP-Q: The ALAC fully supports this. For example, key information about every single At-Large Structure is made available online for all to access. We believe that Community accountability  starts at the identification of member organisations and participants.
	Choose your level of support o_CuMRpjaOvOtfZQhZ-WGkig: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_BuK0bN2JgodgzscERm3-hg: The ALAC supports this recommendation. 
	Choose your level of support o_PKU9uRJ-fiJDU6GBLsfgGw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_Z5OmVfZYK9F6Nt*YYO6TIg: This would be a very significant step forward. At the moment, anecdotal evidence shows that newcomers find various levels of acceptance. It would indeed be good to formalize the feedback loop.
	Choose your level of support o_VGpDRGHNSIcHvrCKV1K3Lw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_rRcIUMJJ0jX*IkZYTMrndQ: The ALAC fully supports this recommendation as it has first hand experience that good provision  of administrative support enhances volunteer motivation.
	Choose your level of support o_y*ZtI9let8a7AW7RnsctmQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_f4o4zG3aUoSUkyasBg7cbQ: Many At-Large Structures members who are in touch with the GAC representatives from their governments point out that this might put an additional work pressure on the GAC representatives.  Nevertheless, the ALAC believes that having GAC early engagement in GNSO PDP Working Groups is worth the additional work pressure and hopes that governments would consider tasking their representatives to carry out such engagement.
	Choose your level of support o_RNSFmKC*JyFqd2ZCxybCVw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_FLIx64jqJs2RNFdsp6O1lg: The ALAC supports this recommendation. 
	Choose your level of support o_KpxaOl5cMnhnr5i-nE3HFA: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_LWolb6fXFxqodR6e8vcC6A: The Nominating Committee is specifically tasked with enhancing geographic, gender and cultural diversity. The ALAC believes that whilst this should be an aim for selecting candidates to be appointed to the GNSO Council, enhancing geographic, gender and cultural diversity should be part of a much wider program to enlarge the pool of potential candidates.  Too often the starting pool is unfortunately too restricted for diversity to be sustained.
	Choose your level of support o_B2ACDeFRW1136vcmU7UApg: 3
	Enter comments to Recommendati_0U5L9anAwGJegLj5np43OA: The ALAC supports this recommendation, as rotation will help achieve fair and balanced representation of and involvement from regions and cultures in WGs. However, practice has shown that WG rotation might negatively affect participation from the “traditional” regions of North America and Europe, especially in the situation where the majority of those involved in the process are North Americans or Europeans. Upon such occurrence, the WG Chair might be tempted to reduce rotation. In our view, the ultimate goal for WGs is to create good policy. WGs shall try to rotate as much as feasible, but rotation must not be at the expense of creating good policy. 
	Choose your level of support o_3KtkiRH9bpdx9ZMo48Wjhw: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_JK-9h5OJEJTuLxPNo3L8sw: The ALAC would support the creation of such a Working Group and hopes that it would allow At-Large members to share their knowledge and experience. The ALAC would also recommend that this Working Group uses interpretation in at least Spanish and French, but possibly in other ICANN regularly interpreted languages. Ultimately, INCLUSION should be incorporated into the GNSO Rules of Procedure. It should be a right for all GNSO members to be able to participate in all WGs regardless of language and other diversity criteria.
	Choose your level of support o_xT1nUSbas5rbR8dEHqaiFQ: Support
	Enter comments to Recommendati_bDCqpBazhqx1iqs9eDNUGw: Whilst the ALAC fully supports this recommendation, it is unclear how practical it can be as in a Working Group, all participation is voluntary. We also have concerns that the process might end up a “ticking the box exercise.” Geographic, cultural and gender diversity should not only be reflected by the names on a mailing list. To achieve that, the GNSO need to assess the implementation of recommendation 29 and recommendation 35, and base on that assessment, undertake follow-on steps in the running of Working Groups. 
	Other Comments  Are there any _HNHr9fhsmla14r9uZ0NZhQ: Whilst the ALAC support almost all of the recommendations made in the Westlake Report, the ALAC is concerned that the vast majority of the recommendations focus on GNSO Working Groups and suggest making small adjustments rather than taking a serious look at the GNSO’s bicameral structure.Indeed, the Westlake Report, in reviewing the BGC’s recommendations from the first GNSO Review comes to a conclusion which the ALAC finds hasty and poorly researched:"BGC Recommendations 10 and 11. (Restructure Council membership and councillor term limits)ObservationsThe Council was restructured following the BGC recommendations. Term limits were introduced at the same time. The Council appears functional. It is constructed to balance the various interests.AnalysisThe current structure has been implemented relatively recently. It is not broken, and we do not recommend any change at this time."The ALAC is surprised with this Analysis.Numerous areas need to be reviewed and below includes a few examples:• The current structure of the GNSO Council provides the ability for a more united vote in the Contracted Parties House whilst fragmenting the Non-Contracted Parties house to the point of imbalance. • In contract, the unprecedented growth of Contracted Parties caused by the new gTLD Program has not been addressed. What might have been a homogeneous Stakeholder Group might now be more heterogeneous and the potential consequences of this change have not been studied. For example, City TLDs are an entirely new breed of registry; so are Brand TLDs. How does this affect the current status quo? How would city administrators, businesses, and people using City TLDs have their voice heard in GNSO processes? • What would be the consequence of adding more stakeholders/constituencies in either Contracted Party House or Non-Contracted Party House? The ALAC notes that there are strong indications that none of the stakeholders within the Non-Contracted Party House seem to want new group.• Other commenters in the At-Large Community have noted that the proposals for more geographically balanced representation appeared to be focused on finding new participants from outside the GNSO’s usual territory. A question to ask is how many gTLD registries and gTLDs are domiciled both legally and operationally in each of the ICANN regions both before and after the recent expansion of gTLD space under the GNSO's auspices. The Westlake Review misses on the opportunity to potentially reveal a hidden pattern that the ICANN GNSO is self-reinforcing the domain name business geopolitically. Westlake’s observation that the GNSO’s constituencies concentrate in North America and Europe may underpin such hidden pattern.• GNSO Working Groups are open for all participants including non-GNSO Constituency members, but the GNSO Council, thanks to its very structure, has the ability to affect a Working Group’s results. Voting is one of the ways to support or halt recommendations from a bottom-up PDP.The ALAC believes that the complex issues of GNSO structure and processes need to be studied now. The ALAC reminds the Reviewers of the At-Large Future Challenges Working Group R3 White Paper (http://www.atlarge.icann.org/correspondence/correspondence-01oct12-en.htm) drafted in 2012 and containing proposals that should be explored.Several ALAC members recall that during the first GNSO Review, it was understood that Constituencies and the creation of “Stakeholder Groups” were going to be reviewed at the next iteration. Tragically, this is missing from the current report.To be clear, the ALAC is disappointed that the review has not evaluated to what extent the current GNSO Structure meets the GNSO and ICANN needs. The structure, with contracted parties representing half of the Council voting power, was invented as a result of the last GNSO review, prior to the New gTLD Program and before registries could own registrars. The ALAC is very concerned that the current structure may not be able to adequately address issues where the public interest is in conflict with the interests of contracted parties. This is essential in light of:• ICANN's increased focus on the Public Interest;• the increased desire and need to be demonstrably accountable; and• the recommendations of the Policy and Implementation WG which will require ALL policy issues to go back to the GNSO for resolution instead of being addressed at the Board level where Board members have a duty to balance stakeholder desires vs the Public Interest.
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